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Ezekiel 22:20··  As in collecting silver and copper and iron and lead and tin 
into the midst of a furnace, in order to blow1 upon it with fire to 
cause a liquefying, so I shall collect them together in my anger 
and in my rage, and I will blow and cause YOU people to liquefy. 

 Footnote:   Blow by a correction, M, deposit without an object 

 [9] - References: 

· Since all these things are thus to be dissolved, what sort of 
persons ought YOU to be in holy acts of conduct and deeds of 
godly devotion. (2 Peter 3:11) 

· Awaiting and keeping close in mind the presence of the day of 
Yehowah, through which the heavens being on fire will be 
dissolved and the elements being intensely hot will melt! (2 Peter 
3:12) 

· Son of man, to me those of the house of Israel have become as 
scummy dross.  All of them are copper and tin and iron and lead 
in the midst of a furnace.  Much scummy dross, that of silver, 
they have become. (Ezekiel 22:18) 

· Therefore this is what the Sovereign Lord Yehowah has said;  For 
the reason that all of YOU have become as much scummy dross, 
therefore here I am collecting YOU together into the midst of 
Jerusalem. (Ezekiel 22:19) 

· Iron itself is taken from the very dust and from stone copper is 
being poured out. (Job 28:2) 

· Look!  I myself have created the craftsman, the one blowing 
upon the fire of charcoal and bringing forth a weapon as his 
workmanship.  I myself, too, have created the ruinous man for 
wrecking work. (Isaiah 54:16) 

· The bellows have been scorched.  Out from their fire there is 
lead.  One has kept refining intensely simply for nothing, and 
those who are bad have not been separated. (Jeremiah 6:29) 

· And I will pour out upon you my denunciation.  With the fire of 
my fury I shall blow upon you, and I will give you into the hand 
of men who are unreasoning, the craftsmen of ruination. (Ezekiel 
21:31) 
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· And his own crag will pass away out of sheer fright, and because 
of the signal his princes must be terrified, is the utterance of 
Yehowah, whose light is in Zion and whose furnace is in 
Jerusalem. (Isaiah 31:9) 

· When doing the gathering, I shall bring them to their finish, is 
the utterance of Yehowah.  There will be no grapes on the vine, 
and there will be no figs on the fig tree, and the foliage itself will 
certainly wither.  And things that I give to them will pass by 
them. (Jeremiah 8:13) 

· And I will bring YOU together and blow upon YOU with the fire of 
my fury, and YOU must be liquefied in the midst of her. (Ezekiel 
22:21) 

 


